
Duet Sliding Showers Installation Instructions
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A) The Duet slider rail is in 3 pre-set sizes, with holes drilled for the through fixings to fit into the side panel.
B) The door sizes and fixing hole positions are set to match the rails. Doors must be 625mm or 725mm wide.
C) Different widths of showers can be accommodated by making the side panel wider, but retaining the same hole

position centres in the side panel.
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Assembly and Component Instructions
When ordering glass and starting an installation, please be careful to check the Layout and Glass 
Detail instructions from our website first, or the installation will not work.

The Principle

 Fixed panel

1) Place the side panel or sidelites into the prepared aluminium channel and pack
as required into position, so that the panel is level and square.

2) Check that the first hole in the side panel to the wall / return panel is 690* for
625 Door, or 790* for 725 Door, or 855 for the 3 panel shower.

3) Place a level in line with the holes in the side panel and mark the centre
position on the wall, or line up with the centre of the fixing holes in a return
panel. (Fig 1).

4) Mark the position on the wall for the "Support Bracket" fixing holes as per Fig 2.
5) Fix the "Support Bracket" in place with suitable screws.
6) Attach the door rail into place. Check the level of the door rail and adjust the

fixed panels as required.

7) Silicone panels into place, checking for levels.
8) Attach the wheels to the door and place the door on the door rail.
9) To adjust the vertical plane of the door to line up with the wall / return panel

you can rotate and fix in position the roller by holding (B) with an allen key
inserted into the hole and tightening the front disc (A) (with supplied wrench)
onto the glass in the desired position. This needs to be tight to ensure the door
doesn't drop. The wheels have a concentric internal mechanism to adjust the
plane of the door. (Fig 3).

10) Fix anti-jump guides to the door. Note the anti-jump device also has a
concentric washer to ensure the guide is close to the rail when tightened.

11)

12)

The door guide attaches to the aluminium floor channel. It can
be left or right handed by undoing the bottom grub screw and
rotating the section that fits onto the aluminium.

Install and adjust the doorstops in place to ensure the glass
doesn't clash into the wall/return. It is a good idea to attach
a 1mm clear bump or piece of plastic to the bottom of the door.

13) Fix seal into place on the leading edge of the doors if required.
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